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Lorica’s “Data Science Workflow”

Real-World Data Science =
Optimization over 
this full Workflow



Dimensionality
3 large + ~8 compact

Interpretability

Accuracy
Implementability

Data Science
Optimization 
Space



Our Background ... 
“Data-Driven Scientists”

Our ML framework found the 
Nearest Supernova in 3 Decades ..

‣ Built & Deployed Real-time 
ML framework, discovering 
>10,000 events in > 10 TB 
of imaging 
→ 50+ journal articles

‣ Built Probabilistic Event 
classification catalogs with 
innovative active learning 

‣ Collective over 350 refereed 
journal articles including ML 
& timeseries analysis



Accuracy

Scalar proxies
 
- RMSE
- RMSLE
- [adjusted] R2

- ...

R2=0.91
RMSE = 692.3
Pearson R=0.96

cf. sklearn.metrics

scatter
outliers

bias

Evaluation Metric: What’s the 
essence of what I care about?
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Prob. = 0.5



Accuracy

which classifier is best?
depends...

Evaluation Metric: What’s the 
essence of what I care about?



Accuracy

Real or Bogus? 5

Fig. 2.— Histogram of a selection of features divided in real (purple) and bogus (cyan) populations. First two newly introduced features
gauss and amp, the goodness-of-fit and amplitude of the Gaussian fit. Then mag ref, the magnitude of the source in the reference image,
flux ratio, the ratio of the fluxes in the new and reference images and lastly, ccid, the ID of the camera CCD where the source was
detected. The fact that this feature is useful at all is surprising, but we can clearly see that there are a higher probability of the candidates
beeing real or bogus on some of the CCDs.

els of performance in the astronomy literature ( | joey:

add refs | ). A description of the algorithm can be found
in Breiman (2001). Briefly, the method aggregates a col-
lection of hundreds to thousands of classification trees,
and for a given new candidate, outputs the fraction of
classifiers that vote real. If this fraction is greater than
some threshold ⌧ , random forest classifies the candidate
as real ; otherwise it is deemed to be bogus.
While an ideal classifier will have no missed detections

(i.e., no real identified as bogus), with zero false positives
(bogus identified as real), a realistic classifier will typi-
cally o↵er a trade-o↵ between the two types of errors. A
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve is a com-
monly used diagram which displays the missed detection
rate (MDR) versus the false positive rate (FPR) of a clas-
sifier6. With any classifier, we face a trade-o↵ between
MDR and FPR: the larger the threshold ⌧ by which we
deem a candidate to be real, the lower the MDR but
higher the FPR and vice versa. Varying ⌧ maps out the
ROC curve for a particular classifier, and we can com-
pare the performance of di↵erent classifiers by comparing
their cross-validated ROC curves: the lower the curve the
better the classifier.
A commonly used figure of merit (FoM) for selecting

a classifier is the so-called Area Under the Curve (AUC,
Friedman et al. (2001)), by which the classifier with min-
imal AUC is deemed optimal. This criterion is agnostic
to the actual FPR or MDR requirements for the problem
at hand, and thus is not appropriate for our purposes. In-
deed, the ROC curves of di↵erent classifiers often cross,
so that performance in one regime does not necessarily
carry over to other regimes. In the real–bogus classifica-
tion problem, we instead define our FoM as the MDR at
1% FPR, which we aim to minimize. The choice of this
particular value for the false positive rate stems from a
practical reason: we don’t want to be swamped by bogus
candidates misclassified as real.
Figure 3 shows example ROC curves comparing the

performance on pre-split training and testing sets includ-
ing all features. With minimal tuning, Random Forests
perform better, for any position on the ROC curve, than

6 Note that the standard form of the ROC is to plot the false
positive rate versus the true positive rate (TPR = 1-MDR)

SVM with a radial basis kernel, a common alternative
for non-linear classification problems. A line is plotted
to show the 1% FPR to which our figure of merit is fixed.

Fig. 3.— Comparison of a few well known classification algo-
rithms applied to the full dataset. ROC curves enable a trade-o↵
between false positives and missed detections, but the best classi-
fier pushes closer towards the origin. Linear models (Logistic Re-
gression or Linear SVMs) perform poorly as expected, while non-
linear models (SVMs with radial basis function kernels or Random
Forests) are much more suited for this problem. Random Forests
perform well with minimal tuning and e�cient training, so we will
use those in the remainder of this paper.

3. OPTIMIZING THE DISCOVERY ENGINE

With any machine learning method, there are a
plethora of modeling decisions to make when attempt-
ing to optimize predictive accuracy on future data. Typ-
ically, a practitioner is faced with questions such as which
learning algorithm to use, what subset of features to em-
ploy, and what values of certain model-specific tuning pa-
rameters to choose. Without rigorous optimization of the
model, performance of the machine learner can be hurt
significantly. In the context of real–bogus classification,
this could mean failure to discover objects of tremen-
dous scientific impact. In this section, we describe several
choices that must be made in the real–bogus discovery
engine and outline how we choose the optimal classifica-

Some ML algorithms just do better

42-dimensional feature space

Brink, Bloom et al. 2012

Evaluation Metric: What’s the 
essence of what I care about?



Accuracy More Data (Dimensions) is better, but 
Protect Against Curse of Dimensionality

Real-Bogus Classifier Performance

Performance Improvement 

J. Richards Astronomical Discovery and Classification 41



Accuracy More Data (Dimensions) is better, but 
Protect Against Curse of Dimensionality

Figure 7: Results of the forward feature selection process for Te↵ . We begin by selecting g �
r (gr in the figure) and iteratively add the feature that most improves the regression model
as measured by the improvement in the FoM. Boxes show the cross-validated range of MSE
following the addition of the feature to the model. The vertical dashed line shows the minimum
MSE, while the vertical orange line shows the threshold FoM (minimum + 1�). Features above
the dash-dot line are those that are selected for the optimal feature set. The procedure was rerun
5 times and the feature names are color coded according to the the number of times they were
selected in the optimal feature set: 0 (black), 1 (red), 2 (blue), 3+ (green). For brevity, only the
first 40 selected features are shown.
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(Automatic)
Feature Selection

"More data beats 
clever algorithms 
but better data 
beats more data."  

- Peter Norvig



Accuracy Testing Set & Continuous (Streaming) 
Testing & Model Updates

model 1 
building + 
validation

on 
historical

data

actual value

va
lu

e

Date
good prediction “bad” prediction

Model # in production
1 2 3
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ML Algorithmic Trade-Off
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Accuracy

Linear/Logistic 
Regression

Naive Bayes

Decision Trees

SVMs

Bagging

Boosting

Random Forest®

Neural Nets
Deep Learning

Nearest 
Neighbors

Gaussian/
Dirichlet 

Processes

Splines

* on real-world data sets
Lasso

Warning

Unscientif
ic & 

opinionate
d!

Random Forest is a trademark of Salford Systems, Inc.



Interpretability



How does 
the model 
work?

Interpretability



How does 
the model 
work?

Interpretability



Why do I 
get these 
answers?

e.g., Credit score

Sample FICO® Scoring Model
Example: Partial Model

Category Characteristic Attributes Points

Payment History Number of months since the most
t d t bli d

No public record
0 – 5
6 – 11

75
10
15Payment History recent derogatory public record 12 – 23

24+
25
55

A b l

No revolving trades
0

1 – 99

30
55
65

Outstanding Debt Average balance 
on revolving trades

1 99
100 – 499
500 – 749
750 – 999

1000 or more

65
50
40
25
15

Below 12 12

Credit History Length Number of months in file
Below 12
12 – 23
24 – 47

48 or more

12
35
60
75

N b f i i i
0
1

70
60

Pursuit of New Credit Number of inquiries 
in last 6 mos.

1
2
3

4+

60
45
25
20

N b f b k d
0
1

15
25

14 © 2010 Fair Isaac Corporation. 

Credit Mix Number of bankcard 
trade lines

1
2
3

4+

25
50
60
50

Sample FICO® Scoring ModelInterpretability



Random Forest® 
model-level 
feature importance 

Random Forest is a trademark of Salford Systems, Inc.

Interpretability Peering Inside the Black Box



Individual-level 
prediction
feature importance

Interpretability

Probability of Default in 1 year: 
76% [deny loan]

Driving factors

14%� Credit history: 10 months

5%� Outstanding debt: $1200

1%� Inquiries in 6 months: 2

e.g. microcredit application scorecard

Peering Inside the Black Box



Implementability
How long does it take to put 
the model into production? 
At what cost?
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>$50k Prize
<$50k Prize

Netflix

winning
metric

best
benchmark

many teams get within 
~few % of optimum

so which is easier to 
put into production?

Implementability

Leaderboard data from Kaggle & Netflix
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“We evaluated some of the new methods 
offline but the additional accuracy gains 
that we measured did not seem to justify 
the engineering effort needed to bring them 
into a production environment.”

Xavier Amatriain and Justin Basilico (April 2012)

On the Prize

Implementability



The divide 
between
data science 
& production

Implementability



Treat Machine 
Learning 
Deployment as 
you would 
Software

Implementability

‣ Continuous Deployment 
‣ RESTful API
‣ Language bindings
‣ Security
‣ SLA



Integration

Connect data

Consume predictions



Scalability & Speed

Micro-scaling

Fast, efficient 
use of memory 
hierarchy

Horizontally 
scalable 
data 
processing

Implementability



Interpretability

Accuracy

Implementability

Machine-Learning, 
Data Science 

Workflow is an 
Optimization

in many dimensions

@wiseio
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We are Hiring!
‣ Full-stack developers 

‣ Javascript, Python, Spark/Shark

‣ Front end developers

‣ DevOps engineers

‣ C++ engineers
‣ C++ template metaprogramming

‣ Data scientists
‣ Python, Deep NN, ML expertise

jobs@wise.io
http://wise.io/jobs/
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